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UV Black available at an additional charge.

Care and Feeding of Nylon Cable Ties 

(and other nylon parts)

Here are the two most common problems

that come up for customers using nylon cable

ties. You will be pleased to know  that these

two problems can almost always be corrected

without having to return the ties.

Brittle ties: When bags of cable ties are

sealed at the factory, a few drops of water are

added to keep the ties from drying out. Due to

the nature of nylon, it is recommended that

you not open sealed bags until you need to

use the ties and that you re-seal them when

not in use. When storing bags of cable ties,

keep them in an area where they won’t be

affected by heat and dry atmospheres. These

suggestions hold true for most nylon parts.

If you find you have a bunch of ties that

have become brittle, put them in a plastic bag

with 1/4 teaspoon of water and seal the bag.

(If you put in more water than that, the ties will

get rubbery and you’ll have to let them dry out

again!) Leave them overnight. Chances are the

next day the ties will be fine again. If, however,

you still find the ties are brittle, please call us.

Locking mechanism “breaking out”:

There are usually two reasons for this. The

first is that the tension setting on the tightening

tool/tie gun being used may be set too high

and needs to be adjusted. The other reason is

that the ties are being incorrectly tightened by

hand. When inserting the tail into the locking

mechanism, it should be pulled through in a

straight line. It should not be pulled and bent

back in the same manner one inserts a belt

into a buckle.

Nylon Cable Ties CONTINUED

E-Z OFF
TM

Our E-Z OffTM cable ties are the first

permanent cable tie designed specifically

to be quickly and safely removed by

hand. They provide ease of application, a

strong, secure locking device and easy

removal without the need of a cutting

device.

Simply pull down the tear-off arm locat-

ed on the right side of the head of the tie.

Manufactured in either nylon or

polypropylene, they are available in natural

as well as red, blue, green, orange, yellow

and black as standard colours. Special

colours are also available.

They are perfect for securing shipping

containers, attaching sports netting, tag

attaching, tenting, temporary job-site

cabling, agricultural uses, Tier 1 and 2

automotive suppliers or anywhere a tie is

used as a temporary securing device. 

They are 5.5" and 8" in length and

have a tensile strength of 50 lb. (nylon

ties) or 40 lb. (polypropylene). Standard

packaging is 1000 ties per bag.

Custom printing is also available.

Please call for a quotation.


